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INTRODUCTION: THE CONTEXT OF NEW DOORNFONTEIN VS MABONENG PRECINCT

Over the past 15 years, creative industries have emerged as a popular focus in urban policy discourses and used as a lever for 
several urban regeneration initiatives in Northern cities (Gregory,J.2016).In South Africa and globally, urban precincts have gone
through oscillations of growth and decay. We see creative enterprises re-centralizing and clustering in inner-city fringe areas 
such as the Maboneng precinctsuch as the Maboneng precinct
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           (Gregory,J.2016). 

As a method of urban regeneration, investors often pull financial forces to re-invest in decaying precinctsthereby 
bringing life to old industrial parts of the city. When such interventions are owned by a single or smallbody of owners, 
it often leads to gentrification, for short term financial gain which may be detrimental to theexisting fabric and hierarchy
within gentrified areas. When individuals have made their profit they withdraw,leaving a partially disrupted state, since 
families, ordinary workers and lower income citizens cannot affordescalated rental costs, and have no means of 
survival. Maboneng is already going through this secondaryphase as Propertuitsurvival. Maboneng is already going through this secondaryphase as Propertuity, the original developer withdrew, 
leaving it up to concerned inhabitants to rearrange safeliving standards, with too many drinking venues, nightclubs and 
eateries, but no basic commodities such as aneveryday supermarket, spaces for affordable production and work.

By contrast New Doornfontein, just across Albertina Sisulu road, is occupied by more ordinary but realisticspaces for 
workers, families, with a small school, affordable eateries and shops. Creative districts are oftenused as a tool for 
urban regeneration, either focused on technology or innovation.urban regeneration, either focused on technology or innovation. The role creative industriesplay in urban regeneration,
inner city development and re-centralising inner city-fringe areas, do so by creatinga relationship with the urban 
landscape and public life.

Knowledge-based economies are described as the use of knowledge to create goods and services.Considering how 
acute the conditions of South Africa’s history of skills transfer are, this need is eminent.Knowledge economy initiatives 
are used as initiatives to develop, foster and increase knowledge economy*.By providing facilities the African Design 
Fabrication Innovation School, in which young learners frompreviously disadvantaged groups, sectors and skill Fabrication Innovation School, in which young learners frompreviously disadvantaged groups, sectors and skill 
transfer can flourish and improve technical skill.

PROGRAM : 5 LOWER ROSS STREET NEW DOORNFONTEIN

You are requested to design a school for young entrepreneurs in the time of pandemic special design. Learners will be
encouraged to specialize in new ideas e.g. robotics, African innovation, technology & science but with application of
social distancing, hygiene standards and spatial design for pandemic situation as per studied examples.

The Innovation school will house young learners from rural areas and townships, not to compete with the private 
schools but to provide a new hope for disadvantaged students who show interest in innovation.schools but to provide a new hope for disadvantaged students who show interest in innovation. The Innovation school 
should fit into local heritage context, referring to JHB modernist buildings in the area, eg. Martiensen, Le Roith and 
others. 


